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Agenda and logistics

Part 1: Introduction to Team-
based learning (“TBL”)

 Overview

 Experience TBL as a student

• Individual readiness assurance test 
(“IRAT”)

• Team readiness assurance test 
(“TRAT”)

Part 2: Applying TBL in 
Training

 Overview

 Experience TBL as a student

• Application exercises

Will use a www.intedashboard.com for the TBL experience

Hard copy paper had login instructions for each team

www.intedashboad.com also has slides and feedback form 

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  Slides available from brian@cognalearn

http://www.intedashboard.com/
http://www.intedashboad.com/
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To achieve this landing
objective…



…pilots need to know:

Too high or too low

Too fast or too slow

To meet learning objectives

Teachers also need to know

• too high / too low

• too fast / too slow 



Objectives

At the end of this session you should be able to:

1. Define: the main parts of Team-based learning (“TBL”)

2. Explain: the benefits and considerations of TBL

3. Describe: where to begin with designing a TBL course

4. Experience: parts of TBL as a student



Conferences 
and faculty 
development 
workshops

I am a Team-Based Learning… 

Educator

Enthusiast

Entrepreneur

 Airplanes: Aeronautical Science for Management

 Airlines:  Airline Management 

 Airports: Airport Administration and Finance

Commercial Founder 

and                 

Executive Chairman

Adjunct Faculty

Entrepreneur-

in-Residence 

Parent

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  

Slides available from brian@cognalearn



How I got here

After the sale of Skywest to Virgin in 2013, I shifted to 

education to address developing talent
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Problem: Learning 1.0 (lectures) don’t work

Laurentius de Voltolina, School of Bologna 14th century.

• Over 80% forgotten 

(6-10 minute 

attention span)

• Not scalable
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Problem: Learning 2.0 (digital lectures) don’t work

Scalable, but:

• Low engagement

• No team skills



Survey of Business Leaders by Gallup in 2014. 
McGraw-Hill Education 2016 Workforce Readiness Survey.  3

Problem: Students NOT ready to work
89% business leaders and 79% students

=
Lecture hall Workplace



Solution:  Team-Based Learning (“TBL”)
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In class: 

Open book

1. Pre-work 4. Clarify

doubts

2. Quiz 5. Team 

applications

3. Team 

quiz 

Before 

class

In class: closed book 

readiness assurance

After class: Appeals and Peer evaluation



Step 1: Pre-work before class

Videos
Lecture 

slides
Readings

Students (individual)



Step 2: Individual readiness assurance 
test (“IRAT”)

• Individual quiz on 

website accessed 

from laptops, 

tablets or 

smartphones

Students (individual) 

in class



• Dashboard to 

identify trouble 

spots with real-

time data

Teacher

Step 2: Individual readiness assurance 
test (“IRAT”)



Step 3: Team readiness assurance test 
(“TRAT”)

• Same questions 
as a team

• Immediate 
feedback

• Answer until 
correct (resilience)

Teams



• Dashboard to 

identify wrong 

choices teams 

were making

Teacher

Step 3: Team readiness assurance test 
(“TRAT”)



Immediate feedback impact on performance

Delayed feedback 
(end of test): 
cumulative team 
score averaged 11% 
higher than score of 
best member

Immediate 
feedback: 
cumulative team 
score averaged 
23% higher than 
score of best 
member

Why immediate feedback?

Source: Larry Michaelsen, David Ross Boyd Professor 

Emeritus of Management at the University of 

Oklahoma, Founder of TBL. Personal communication.
Score of Best

Member
Team Score: Delayed

Feedback
Team Score:

Immediate Feedback

In a study of over 1,500 TEAMS…

+23%

+11%



Step 4: Clarification problem

Individual students fear:

1. Speaking in class

2. Admitting they don’t 

know something

Teacher: “Who 

doesn’t understand?”



Step 4: Clarification solution

Teams

Teams 

reflect on 

performance

Teams identify 

areas for 

clarification

Teams who 

didn’t need 

clarification: 

assigned to 

explain answer 

to the whole 

class



Step 4: Clarification example

Teams

Understood 

everything

Team #1: assigned 

to explain “density 

altitude” to Team #2

Team #1

“Stars”

We don’t 

understand 

“density 

altitude”

Team #2

“Confused”



Step 5:  The 4S application exercise

Sydney

CanberraWhat is the 

best aircraft 

for the 

route?

Simultaneous 

report

Specific 

choice

Significant 

problem

Same 

problem

A. ATR-72

B. E-170



After class: appeals

 Students have an opportunity to provide a written 

“appeal” of any question

 Appeals help faculty to improve questions

 Appeals help students by requiring them to review 

material at a deeper level



After class: Peer Evaluation

 Team members “grade” each other on their performance as team members

• Mitigates “free rider” problem

• Learn by evaluating performance

Team member 1

Team member 2

Divide 20 points 

among your two 

teammates 



For students:  TBL increases outcomes

76%

Team 

Test

Individual Test

BEFORE

93%
95%

Individual Final Exam 

AFTER

High: 80

Low: 54

High: 98  +23%

Low: 92  +70%

+22%
+25%

#1 Teams perform over 20% 

better than individuals  

#2 Individuals retain the 

gains of the team

#3 The range 

narrows as 

bottom students 

gain the most

Source:  Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, Bachelor of Science in Aviation Business course in Airport Administration and Finance



For students: World Economic Forum 2020 skills

Top 10 skills required in 2020 Lecture TBL

1. Complex Problem Solving ✓

2. Critical Thinking ✓

3. Creativity

4. People Management ✓

5. Coordinating with Others ✓

6. Emotional Intelligence

7. Judgement and Decision Making ✓

8. Service Orientation

9. Negotiation ✓

10. Cognitive Flexibility

World Economic Forum Future of Jobs Report-http://reports.weforum.org/future-of-jobs-2016/shareable-infographics/



For students:  TBL preferred by millennials

Source:  Millennial Behaviors & Demographics.  Richard Sweeney, New Jersey Institute of Technology

• Social and collaborative learning ✓

• Teachers as mentors and guides ✓

• Immediate feedback ✓

• Learning to be interesting ✓

• Real and relevant work ✓

TBL



For faculty:  TBL is well supported by research

Research in over 300 peer reviewed journals

over 30 years in many disciplines Association of 
American Medical 

Colleges Case Study



For faculty:  TBL is used by leading American, 
Australian, European and Asian universities



Nearly half of 

US medical 

schools now 

use TBL



For administration:  outcomes in large classes

Traditional class

Outcomes

Number of students

1   20   40   70  140   200  500   1,000

Outcomes decline as 

class size increases

TBL class

Outcomes rise and 

maintain better as class 

size increases
Outcomes

Number of students

1   20   40   70  140   200  500   1,000

Illustrative



Curriculum and resource savings

 Duke University (USA) and

National University of Singapore

joint venture medical school

 Duke curriculum delivered at Duke-NUS with TBL since 2006

Kamei RK, Cook S, Puthucheary J, Starmer 

CF. Medical Science Educator. 22: 2012.Traditional TBL

Classroom time 

Traditional TBL

50% less 70% less

Faculty time Better exam scores

Note:  Classroom and faculty time are unpublished estimates.  Exam scores versus US national average published as cited..  



Considerations

 Design of TBL course materials (pre-work, 

questions and cases)

 Change management for faculty and students

 Administrative process to implement



Backwards design

Pre-work TRAT ClarifyIRAT Apply

Select pre-workDesign RATs Form 

Learning

Objectives

TBL Class Flow

Backwards Design

Create Application

Exercises



TBL experience as a student

 IRAT

 TRAT



Individual Readiness Assurance Test

1. Divide up into teams of six or less

2. Access www.intedashboard.com

and click “Student Login”

Login = password

Number depends on your team

“hk1#1” for team 1, member 1

3. Click on “Start IRAT” button 

(Individual readiness assurance 

test)

4. Complete the INDIVIDUAL test

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  Slides available from brian@cognalearn

http://www.intedashboard.com/


Team Readiness Assurance Test

1. ONLY ONE person from team clicks on “Start TRAT”

2. Team members discuss, select the best answer 

and then submit

a) If correct (green check, go to next question)

b) If wrong (red X), re-discuss and submit until 

you get the right answer

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  Slides available from brian@cognalearn



Part Two: Apply TBL objectives

At the end of this session you should be able to:

1. Describe: some of the learning environments where TBL 

has been utilized

2. Experience: the application part of TBL as a student

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  Slides available from brian@cognalearn



TBL in education

37

Originated in 1970s 

by Larry Michaelsen 

in Marketing 

Used by 100s of 

universities globally Many fields
• Health 

sciences

• Business 

(accounting, 

management 

and marketing)

• Computer 

science

• Engineering

• Social 

sciences 

• Law



Corporate multi-

nationals

Government agencies, 

career skills and non-profits

TBL in training

38

Customers & employees Customers & employees



Designing TBL materials

 Objectives are paramount

 Application exercises:  can come from existing cases and scenario

 Readiness assurance test:  questions can come from existing question 

banks and exams

 Pre-work:  can come from lecture slides or assigned readings

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  Slides available from brian@cognalearn



Resource bank: all fields



Resource bank: health sciences



Preparation

 Explaining why

 Non-graded practice IRAT, TRAT and Peer Evaluation

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  Slides available from brian@cognalearn



Assessment

 TBL activities tied to course grades

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  Slides available from brian@cognalearn



Timing examples

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  Slides available from brian@cognalearn

3-hour (once per week)

Readiness Phase (75 min)

 IRAT (20 MCQ) 25 min

 TRAT (20 MCQ) 25 min

 Clarify doubts 25 min

[Break]

Readiness Phase (75 min)

 Application cases 3-6x (5-15 
min each)

1-hour (3x per week)

Monday

 IRAT (10 MCQ) 15 min

 TRAT (10 MCQ) 15 min

 Clarify doubts 30 min

Wednesday

 Cases ~3x (5-15 min each)

Friday

 Cases ~3x (5-15 min each)



Timing example: workshop in patient safety

INTRODUCTION
•10 minutes: introductory PowerPoint presentation 

READINESS ASSURANCE
•5 minutes: presurvey
•10 minutes: TBL IRAT (10 MCQ)
•15 minutes: TBL TRAT (10 MQC)

APPLICATION EXERCISES
•45 minutes: simulated application case 1: systematic analysis of a medical error
•45 minutes: simulated application case 2: interprofessional handoff
•45 minutes: simulated application case 3: safe discharge

CONCLUSION
•10 minutes: wrap-up, questions/post-survey 



Online modalities

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  Slides available from brian@cognalearn

Synchronous

 Generally similar to face-to-face

 Can take longer

 Technology coordination

 Smaller team sizes

 More frequent peer evaluation

Asynchronous

Monday/Tuesday

 IRAT

Wednesday/Thursday

 TRAT

Friday/Saturday

 Application exercises



Application exercise examples

 Patient case:  What is the diagnosis?  What is the treatment?

 Project management:  

• What is the biggest risk with this project plan?  Free response

• Which option for the project would you choose?  (a) Internal or (b) Vendor

 Communications:  Compose a 100 word email requesting an approval

 Audit: The Company management did the accounting by doing X – do 

you agree with the Company or not?

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  Slides available from brian@cognalearn



Application exercise examples: communication

Readiness Assurance

 IRAT/TRAT questions cover grammar and style rules

Application Exercise

 Multiple choice:  Select the best way to answer a question 

 Free response:  Take an piece of writing and critique as a team

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  Slides available from brian@cognalearn
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Application exercise example:

Mergers & Acquisitions (“M&A”) 

1. Deal

Rationale

2. Value &

Structure

3. LOI & 

DD

1a) Data requirements

1b) Top 3 reasons to do / 
not do the deal

1c) Go / no go decision

2a) Value acquirer and 
value target

2b) Deal structure

2a) LOI – top 3 most 
important issues

2b) DD – top 3 most 
important issues
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Phase one a) data requirements
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Phase one b) Top 3 reasons to do the deal
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Phase one b) Top 3 reasons NOT to do the deal
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Phase one c) Go / no go decision
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Phase two a) Value the target and acquirer



18

Phase two b) Deal structure
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Phase three a) Letter of Intent Top 3 items



20

Phase three b) Due Diligence Top 3 items



Role of technology: simultaneous report

8

Suspends builds… …responses revealed



Students what went well:  “interactive”

8



Team Application Exercise

ONLY ONE person from team clicks on “Start Case”

Team members discuss and answer two questions:

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  Slides available from brian@cognalearn

1. Rank the top 

reasons to use 

TBL in training 

2. What is the 

biggest barrier 

to implementing 

TBL?



Next steps

 Mentorship offer

 Duke-NUS TBL Fellowship

• 2-6 April 2018 (in Singapore)

 Team-Based Learning 

Collaborative 

(“TBLC”):mBasedLearning.org

• 1-3 March 2018 (in San Diego)

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  Slides available from brian@cognalearn

Feedback survey

Slides download

Contact:

Brian O’Dwyer

+65 9777 3201  

brian@cognalearn.com

http://www.teambasedlearning.org/
mailto:brian@cognalearn.com


Contact:

Brian O’Dwyer   

+65 9777 3201  

brian@cognalearn.com

Corporate website:

www.cognalearn.com

62

EXCLUSIVE LICENSEE OF DUKE-NUS

OPTIMIZED LEARNING METHODS & TECHNOLOGY

TBL website:

www.intedashboard.com

Book an InteDashboardTM demo here

mailto:brian@cognalearn.com
https://intedashboard.youcanbook.me/


Appendix

63
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Learn more about TBL

Websites Videos Publications

Team-Based Learning 

Collaborative:  
http://www.teambasedlearning.org

Jim Sibley:

www.learntbl.ca

TBL software: 

www.intedashboard.com

TBL at Duke-NUS:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

BlVPLYGdBLg

EduTECH Asia Keynote 

“Death of the Lecture” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

QhJrOsY2bjw&t=250s

American 

Association of 

Medical Colleges 

Case Study 

Medical Science 

Educator 

Journal Article

Research 

Posters

http://www.teambasedlearning.org/
http://www.learntbl.ca/
http://www.intedashboard.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BlVPLYGdBLg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QhJrOsY2bjw&t=250s
https://www.staging.aamc.org/download/314218/data/duke-nuscasestudydo.pdf
https://teamlead.duke-nus.edu.sg/vapfiles_ocs/2011/edu/kameiJMSE2012.pdf
https://www.staging.aamc.org/download/314218/data/duke-nuscasestudydo.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/avrylw2amhpd2v3/AADD9Ox_sjH16YGXJrEJg-4ua?dl=0


Team-Based Learning (“TBL”) overview

After class: Appeals and Peer evaluation



Team-based learning (“TBL”) based techniques beyond the classroom

corporate and career skills case studies

INTRODUCTION METHOD RESULTS DISCUSSION
• Several case studies of how TBL-based techniques have been employed 

outside of the traditional academic classroom were reviewed.  One case 
profiled a group of 60 corporate employees from 10 countries in Asia that 
met in Singapore for a three-day learning experience filled with simulations, 
individual and team readiness assurance tests and application exercises.

• Another case will featured a 5-day career skills boot camp in China that used 
similar approaches to provide training to Chinese university students in 
Career Strategy, Pitching, Resume Writing, Networking and Interviewing.

• TBL has been effective in academic settings.  However, TBL techniques are 

not widely outside of academic environments.

• Duke-NUS Medical School received interest from corporates in applying 

TBL techniques outside of higher education and subsequently engaged an 

Entrepreneur-in-Residence to develop a business in this area.

• This resulted in the creation of CognaLearn, which is a spinout company 

from Duke-NUS that is owned by its founders and licenses intellectual 

property from Duke-NUS.

• The purpose of this analysis is to assess the effectiveness of TBL based 

techniques outside of academic settings

CONCLUSION

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

CONTACT

Brian O’Dwyer, Commercial Founder and Executive Chairman, CognaLearn

• Generally the pattern of scores from IRAT to 

TRAT to Final Exam seemed similar to other 

results observed in academic settings where there 

is a bump in scores from IRAT to TRAT which is 

sustained into a Final Exam.

• Both groups of learners had a very positive 

experience based on their qualitative and 

quantitative feedback.

• The results are primarily based on learner reaction 

and knowledge which have limitations.  A more 

robust analysis would attempt to measure learner 

behavior change and ultimate business outcome.

• Corporate learners experienced increases of over 26% in knowledge 

from the IRAT to the Final Exam as well as a 21% increase in 

confidence.

• Career Skills boot camp participants reported a significant increase in 

career skills confidence from 27% to 92%.

• Feedback from both groups was very positive from a qualitative 

perspective and 100% of learners would recommend it to others.

© Copyright Brian O’Dwyer. Free to share and use 

with attribution. Slides available from 

www.intedashboard.org or brian@cognalearn.com

QR code for Blog 

and Slides

QR code for 

YouTube video

Brian O’Dwyer is a Team-based learning (“TBL”) educator, enthusiast and 

entrepreneur.  He teaches aviation business at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical 

University in Singapore.  He has trained faculty and corporate trainers in TBL 

and spoken at education technology events in Asia, Australia, Latin America 

and the United States.  He founded CognaLearn as a spinout company from

QR code 

for Blog 

and Slides

Duke-NUS to apply TBL to corporate learning and develop the 

InteDashboard TBL software.  Previously, he was an Entrepreneur-

in-Residence, Learning Technologies at Duke-NUS, CFO of 

ASX/LSE listed Skywest Airlines, a Credit Suisse investment banker 

and an A.T. Kearney management consultant. He has a BS from 

Columbia and an MBA from Duke. Email: odwyerb@erau.edu

Blog: www.intedashboard.org

CognaLearn Overview

Duke-NUS Spinout Structure

Corporate Training

Student Career Skills

Corporate Training

• Elements of TBL can be effective outside of 

academic settings.

• However, the learning experience must carefully 

customized to a particular setting and 

perspective and more work could be done to 

assess behavior change and business impacts.

• CognaLearn is a private company, owned by its founders

• CognaLearn licensees intellectual property from Duke-NUS

(collaboration with 

Duke and NUS

established in 2005)

Duke University 
(Durham, North Carolina, United 

States)

National University 

of Singapore
(“NUS”)

Duke-NUS Medical 

School

TBL Software and Train-the-Trainer 

workshops

PowerPoint slide presentations sent to 
learners in advance (~35 modules of 15 
slides or less each)

Three-day corporate training with zero lectures

Thank you to my education mentors that were patient and thoughtful 

in providing guidance and encouragement and my business partners 

in MEDNIVA and 5stepCareers.

Corporate Training with TBL 

Techniques

Career Skills Training with TBL 

Techniques

Pre-work

2. Individual Readiness Assurance Test (“IRAT”) 

1. Clinical Simulation

6. Commercial Simulation

7. Final Exam

5. Application Exercises

4. Clarification Discussion

3. Team Readiness Assurance Test (“IRAT”) 

Voice-annotated PowerPoint slide 
presentations delivered to learners 
online in advance (five topic areas with 
seven modules in each area; all less than 
10 minutes; less than five hours total)

Pre-work

2. Individual Readiness Assurance Test (“IRAT”) 

5. Application Exercises

4. Clarification Discussion

3. Team Readiness Assurance Test (“IRAT”) 

6. Simulation (post-test)

Five-day “boot camp” format

10 teams of six learners each 

Mix of medical, commercial and country backgrounds

Four teams of four learners each 

Mix of Chinese, US, UK and Australian universities; majors 
and level within university (undergraduate and graduate)

1. Simulation (pre-test)

Average Self Reported Confidence

2.8

3.4

Pre-Meeting Post Posting

+21%

43

95

90

99

78

100Average Scores

Score 

Range

HIGH

LOW

+ 5%

High Score

+ 26%

Mean

+ 81%

Low Score

74

96 93

IRAT TRAT Final Exam

Tests Scores increased 26% from IRAT to Final Exam

Confidence increased 21%

63%

37%

100% of learners would 

recommend to others 

(4.6/5.0 rating)

Would recommend to others?

Agree

Strongly 

Agree

Student Career Skills

I learned very practical career skills through the 5stepCareers 

curriculum. After this boot camp, I have become more confident in 

my skills and established my personal goal to maximize my value!  

- Emily from Stanford University

Career skills confidence 

increased to 92%

100% of learners would 

recommend to others 

(4.7/5.0 rating)

AfterBefore

92%

27%

Ranga Krishnan

Dean (2008-2015)

Frank Starmer

Associate Dean, 

Learning 

Technologies 

(2006-2015)

Scott Compton

Associate Dean, Medical Education, Research and 

Evaluation

David Epstein

Associate Dean,  

Research

Bob Kamei

Vice Dean, 

Education

Sandy Cook

Senior Associate 

Dean, Education

Team-Based 

Learning 

Collaborative 

2017 – Best 

Poster Finalist



Neutral 

25% 
Yes 

75%

Technology-based learning for Team-based learning (“TBL”) – opportunities, 

benefits and considerations for technology supported TBL 

INTRODUCTION METHOD RESULTS DISCUSSION
• Team-Based-Learning (“TBL”) has been shown to more effective than 

traditional lectures in academic settings. However, administrative hassle is 

often the most frequently cited obstacle to faculty implementing TBL.

• The Author experienced this hassle himself, having to take 44 steps over 

seven software platforms to implement TBL in his lectures. As a result, he 

designed software exclusively for TBL.

• After teaching with the software himself, the author sought feedback from 

other TBL practitioners after using TBL software.

• The purpose of this poster is to analyze their feedback.

CONCLUSION

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

CONTACT

Brian O’Dwyer, Commercial Founder and Executive Chairman, CognaLearn

• Over 50% of beta testing faculty completed the survey

• Response from one faculty member that was new to TBL was 

excluded.  All other faculty members were experienced with TBL.

• Overall most (75%) of faculty would recommend TBL software and 

found that their students enjoyed using TBL software.

• Real-time data was the most valuable benefit experienced by over 80% 

of respondents while administrative time savings was cited by 50% of 

respondents.

• The most frequently cited concerns were breaches of academic 

integrity (36%) followed ease of use (18%).

© Copyright Brian O’Dwyer. Free to share and use 

with attribution. Slides available from 

www.intedashboard.org or odwyerb@erau.edu
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Duke-NUS to apply TBL to corporate learning and develop the 

InteDashboard TBL software.  Previously, he was an Entrepreneur-

in-Residence, Learning Technologies at Duke-NUS, CFO of 

ASX/LSE listed Skywest Airlines, a Credit Suisse investment banker 

and an A.T. Kearney management consultant. He has a BS from 

Columbia and an MBA from Duke. Email: odwyerb@erau.edu

Blog: www.intedashboard.org

Faculty survey: Benefits  

Faculty survey: Considerations  

Reported Benefits 

Reported Considerations 

Thank you to my education mentors that were patient and thoughtful in providing guidance 

and encouragement while answering many simple questions from a neophyte.

Ranga Krishnan

Dean (2008-2015)

Bob Kamei

Vice Dean, 

Education

Sandy Cook

Senior Associate Dean, 

Education

Frank Starmer

Associate Dean, 

Learning 

Technologies (2006-

2015)

David Epstein

Associate Dean,  

Research

• In the process of refining TBL software, the author met with over 150 TBL 

practitioners from over 30 institutions globally for feedback.

• Over 10 institutions and 20 individual faculty members agreed to beta test 

the TBL software.

• Based on discussion with TBL faculty a survey was developed to assess 

overall impressions, perceived benefits and considerations of using TBL 

software.

• Beta testing faculty were then surveyed to assess their feedback and 

experience with TBL software.

• TBL software can be of benefit to faculty and 

students.  However, this must be evaluated in light of 

concerns about academic integrity.

• TBL software could be tested with more faculty to 

see if the results hold true for a wider audience. 

• The sample is relatively low but does represent a 

starting point for further analysis. 

• The beta testing faculty and survey respondents 

could be more receptive to TBL software than the 

general population so it may not be appropriate to 

generalize beyond this beta testing group.

• It was somewhat surprising that the overall 

impressions of faculty and students were similar 

(75%).

• As expected there were real-time data and 

administrative time saving benefits.

• Concerns about academic integrity were also as 

expected.

• IRATs use bubble 

sheets that can be 

graded with an app

• Requires scanning 

each sheet 

physically one-by-

one

• Data not always real 

time

• Sometimes it doesn’t 

scan depending on 

the lighting

• Some can and do use 

their LMS for the 

IRAT

Team readiness assurance 

test (TRAT)

• Scratch cards are 

very common

• No major LMS 

supports team based 

test with immediate 

feedback

• Can setup phantom 

students to “jerry 

jig” the LMS but 

grading is manual

Individual readiness 

assurance test (IRAT)

Plenty of options: bubble 

sheets, LMS and clickers

Very few options:

10. Create class in Duke-

NUS tool

11. Reconfigure roster to 

specific csv format for 

upload

12. Import class list

13. Create logins and 

distribute separate login 

and password for each 

student

14. Type in answer key for 

IRAT

15. Type in again for TRAT

(need to type in the same 

exact answer key twice!)

6. Author quiz

7. Type questions 

into word

8. Printout quiz 

for each student

9. Export class roster 

from LMS

16. Create a course in 

TEAMMATEs

17. Configure roster for upload 

to TEEAMMATEs (different 

than LMS or Duke-NUS tool)

18. Upload roster

19. Create logins and distribute 

separate login and password 

for each student

20. Create and distribute peer 

feedback session

IRAT and TRAT

Peer Evaluation

1. Author survey 

for team 

formation

2. Issue survey to 

students

3. Export results to 

Excel

4. Analyze results

5. Form teams

Grading

21 to 40. Export 

grading data from 

Duke-NUS tool (must 

export each IRAT and 

TRAT as a separate 

csv file so 10 modules 

= 20 files)

41. Put files in one 

excel sheet

42. Use VLOOKUP to 

pull in grades for each 

student

43. Apply weightings 

to generate letter 

grades

44. Enter grades (by 

hand) into Campus 

Solutions

Administrative Hassle of TBL 

Current 44-step TBL workflow

Team – Based Learning (TBL) Overview

Learn with 

pre-work on  

your own

Clarification

(peer 

explanation; 

just-in-time 

lecture)

Quiz

(forced 

recall)

Team Cases

(to solve 

relevant 

problems)

Team Quiz 

(peer learning;  

practice with 

feedback)

Before 
class

In class: Closed book Readiness 
Assurance

In class: 
Open 

Overall Impressions 

Neutral 

25% 

Yes

75% 

Would Faculty Recommend? Did students enjoy? 

No

9%

Neutral 

36% 

Yes

54% 

Yes: Strongly Agree (42%)  

& Agree (33%)  

Yes: Strongly Agree (17%)  

& Agree (58%)  

Neutral 

19% 
Yes 

81%

Less Administrative Time? Real time data improves 

learning? 

Yes: Strongly Agree (36%) & Agree (18%)  Yes: Strongly Agree (36%) & Agree (45%)  

36%

18%

9%

0%

Academic

integrity

Difficult to use Not as fun as

scratch cards

Special needs

issues

Concerns identified by faculty
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Turbocharge student career readiness 

with team-based learning (“TBL”) at 

INTRODUCTION METHOD RESULTS DISCUSSION
• To assess the potential impact of TBL on workforce readiness, the author 

made an assessment of whether lecture or TBL method was able to impact 
certain workforce requirements.  

• Three sources were considered for workforce requirements: The World 
Economic Forum’s “Future of Jobs Report” which identified the top 10 skills 
required in 2020; an interview evaluation form from a prominent 
management consulting firm and candidate evaluation criteria from a 
prominent investment bank.

• Many students are facing a Volatile, Uncertain, Complex, and Ambiguous 

(VUCA) job market due to rapid changes in technology and globalization.  

In addition, a higher level of fragmentation of diversity in student 

backgrounds and jobs with short lifecycles and changing requirements, 

requires different preparation.  

• These factors have contributed to an “academic to employability gap” as 

evidenced by the McGraw-Hill Education 2016 Workforce Readiness Survey 

reported that only 21% of students feel prepared for the workforce compared 

to only 11% of business leaders in a 2014 Gallup Survey and 96% of Chief 

Academic Officers according to Inside Higher Ed’s 2014 survey.

• The author, previously the Chief Financial Officer of an airline before 

teaching aviation business, believes that TBL teaching approaches could 

better prepare students for the workplace than traditional lectures

CONCLUSION
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Chief academic 

officers
Business leaders

Yes, 
96%

No, 
4%

Yes, 
11%

No, 
89%

Yes, 
21%

No, 
79%

Students

Sources: 

Business Leaders:  Gallup survey 2014.

Students:  McGraw-Hill Education 2016 Workforce Readiness Survey June 2016.

Chief Academic Officers:  Inside Higher Ed’s 2014 survey.    

• This analysis represents more of a starting point 

for exploring this issue than a definitive 

conclusion.

• The determination of how well lectures or TBL 

prepare students for future career skills can be 

quite subjective.

• Although it can seem quite obvious that a TBL 

method with team-based application exercises 

and team-based test would require: problem 

solving, critical thinking, people management, 

coordinating with others, judgement and 

decision making and negotiation, it is not clear 

that just by requiring students to employ these 

skills in the course will necessarily make them 

better at them.

• TBL was deemed likely to improve student skills in six of the ten areas 

identified by The World Economic Forum compared to zero for 

traditional lecture.

• TBL was deemed likely to improve student skills in six of the nine 

areas identified by employer interview and candidate criteria compared 

to two of nine for traditional lecture.

Top 10 skills required in 2020 Lecture TBL

1. Complex Problem Solving ✓

2. Critical Thinking ✓

3. Creativity

4. People Management ✓

5. Coordinating with Others ✓

6. Emotional Intelligence

7. Judgement and Decision Making ✓

8. Service Orientation

9. Negotiation ✓

10. Cognitive Flexibility

Criteria on employer interview 

evaluation forms 

Lecture TBL

1. Problem Solving ✓

2. Academic experience ✓ ✓

3. Work experience

4. Client Impact Potential ✓

5. Technical Knowledge ✓ ✓

6. Communication ✓

7. Teamwork ✓

8. Personal Qualifications

9. Leadership

Source: FiveThirtyEight, May 2015

Fragmentation Short job cycles

Disruptive 

technology

Change in 

required skillsets

More 

diverse 

students

University 

Wider 

pathways
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Are Students Ready to Work?

Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and 
Ambiguous Career Path

2

14

40

Baby

Boomers

Gen X Millennials

+
Number of job in 20 years

World Economic Forum: Top 10 Skills

Interview Evaluation Form

Candidate Evaluation Criteria

• Leadership

• Intellect and problem 

solving

• Delivering results

• Collaboration

• Communication

• Technical finance and 

accounting skills

Top 10 Skills: Lecture versus TBL

Lecture: 0 / 10 skills

TBL: 6 / 10 skills

Interview Criteria: Lecture versus TBL

Lecture: 2 / 9 skills

TBL: 6 / 9 skills

Note: The Interview Evaluation Form and Candidate Evaluation criteria 

were consolidated into a single list:

“Intellect and problem solving” combined with “Problem solving”

“Delivering results” combined with “Client Impact Potential”

“Collaboration” combined with “Teamwork”

• TBL is likely to be more effective at preparing 

students for the workforce than traditional 

lectures.

• However, additional work can be done to 

strengthen these findings.

QR code for 

YouTube 

video
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Arteries to Ailerons
Applying team-based learning (“TBL”) methods from Duke-NUS Medical School to 

flip the classroom for active and relevant learning at 

INTRODUCTION METHOD RESULTS DISCUSSION

© Copyright Brian O’Dwyer. Free to share and use 

with attribution. Slides available from 

www.intedashboard.org or odwyerb@erau.edu

To achieve this landing
objective…

…pilots need to know:

Too high or too low

Too fast or too slow

To meet learning objectives 

faculty also need to know:

• too high / too low

• too fast / too slow

Learn with 

pre-work on  

your own

Clarification

(peer 

explanation; 

just-in-time 

lecture)

Quiz

(forced 

recall)

Team Cases

(to solve 

relevant 

problems)

Team Quiz 

(peer 

learning;  

practice with 

feedback)

Before 
class

In class: Closed book 
Readiness Assurance

In class: 
Open 

• The class was taught with TBL for each of nine modules as described below.

• Students also evaluated their teammates twice during the course.

• The author, a new faculty member, was faced with using Embry-Riddle 

Aeronautical University’s Multi Modal Templates (“MMTs”) in Singapore.

• However, the MMTs were designed for American students, not for students 

that will need to address Asian aviation problems.

• Asian relevance is critical because in the next eleven years, Asian air traffic 

will double, growing at twice the United States rate and more aircraft will be 

added in Asia than Europe and the United States combined.

• The author was familiar with Team-based learning (“TBL”) from Duke-NUS 

Medical School and recognized the potential of TBL to provide an engaging 

active learning experience by providing real-time information to faculty and 

allowing application cases to customized to Asia.

• The author made the decision to utilize TBL to teach a Management for 

Aeronautical Science Course to 17 entry-level students pursuing a Bachelor 

of Science in Aviation Business.

CONCLUSION
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End of course student surveys reported 30% higher likelihood of 

recommending this course versus the Singapore campus average.  Stated 

differently, 98% of respondents would “recommend this course to others” 

compared to 75% for the Singapore average.  The surveys also reported 17% 

higher active learning engagement versus the Singapore average.

Recommendation rating was 30% 
better (1.1s)

3.8

Campus Mean TBL

Scale: 5.0 = Definitely, 4.0 = Very Probably, 3 = Possibly, 

2 = Probably Note and 1 = Very Probably Not

Campus Mean TBL

Active learning rating was  17% 
better (1.0s)

Scale: 5.0 = Strongly Agree, 4.0 = Agree, 3 = Neutral, 2 = 

Disagree and 1 = Strongly Disagree

4.9/5.0 4.9/5.0
4.2

71%
77%

63% 62%

81% 93%

64%

90% 92%93% 92%
88% 90%

97%
100% 98% 99% 98%

15 Jan - 1-
Careers

20 Jan - 2 -
Aerodynamics

22 Jan - 3 -
Performance

27 Jan - 4 -
Systems

29 Jan - 5 -
Safety

10 Feb - 6 - HF
and CRM

12 Feb - 7a -
Airports

24 Feb - 7b -
Airspace

26 Feb 8 -
Regulations

IRAT and TRAT scores

IRAT TRAT

Team scores ~20 points higher than individual and gains are sustained in 

midterm and final

TRAT μ = 

95%

IRAT μ = 

77%

Final exam μ = 97%

Mid-term μ = 90%

59% 59%

71%
65%

71%
65% 65%

76%
82%

76%
82% 82%

112%

100% 100%
94%

100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
94%

100%
94%

13-Jan 15-Jan 20-Jan 22-Jan 27-Jan 29-Jan 3-Feb 5-Feb 10-Feb 12-Feb 24-Feb 26-Feb

On-time performance

On-time Attendance

On-time performance increased

“Having to explain what we learnt 

to our peers was very effective and 

helped us understand and 

remember things better”

“…the group test allows us to collaborate and see 

different views of other team members and have their 

input on questions

“The individual test is a great way 

to see how you stand in a 

particular module”

1. Knowledge transmission

2. Relevance to future work:  

Cases were much more 

relevant to the unstructured 

multi-faceted team problem 

solving (critical in aviation)

3. Just in time teaching: very 

easy to hone in and address 

points of confusion quickly

Positives

1. Making the decision was hard:  

concept is easy, execution can be 

hard; a good mentor was key

2. Administrative / back office / 

and preparation takes effort: 

over 10,000 data points to grade; 

the tech is simple, but making it 

easy for professors to use is not

3. Academic to employability gap: 

large gap between what employers 

need and what traditional lectures 

prepare students for

Opportunities

1.Small class and sample size: 17 

students / 16 respondents

2.Halo effect of airline CFO / 

Pilot / Professor on TV: admire 

the method because of the 

professor not because the method 

is inherently effective 

3.No outcome comparison: Hard 

to compare knowledge retained 

versus control

4.Self reported learner survey: 

could be risks related to this 

evaluation approach

Caveats that potentially 

undermine conclusions

1. First time faculty:  never taught 

before – results could be even 

stronger with more experience

2. First time cases:  lots of new cases 

developed and tried de novo –

results could improve with 

refinement

3. Many teething pains:  lots of first 

time last minute kinks / errors / 

hiccups / mistakes / technology 

problems

4. Less time on task than control

5. Qualitative self assessment of 

personal objectives was positive

Considerations that potentially 

strengthen conclusions
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Before class: Pre-work
• Readings and existing slide presentations were assigned as pre-work.

• More specific learning objectives were provided for each module.

• Teams spent the second half of class working on open book applications.

• Most cases were adjusted for Asia relevance.

• The applications follow the “4S” principles of TBL applications.

In class: Closed Book Readiness Assurance

In class: Open Book Application Cases 

Simultaneous 

Report

Same 

Problem

Significant 

Problem

Specific 

Choice

Which aircraft to fly on the 

Sydney-Canberra route?

A) ATR-72

B) E-170

Facilitated discussion between 

teams about the answers

Individual 
Readiness 
Assurance Test 
(“IRAT”):
Class began with a 

quiz comprised of 

~75% new and ~25% 

old questions 

(to reinforce 

difficult 

topics). 

Team 
Readiness 
Assurance Test 
(“TRAT”): 
Same quiz but in 

teams with immediate 

feedback. Teams must 

answer until 

they are 

correct.

Clarification:  After 

the IRAT and TRAT, faculty 
and teams identify areas that 
still require clarification 
which is addressed by a 
mini-lecture or by having 
teams that understood 
concepts explain them to 
teams that require 
clarification

IRAT student view TRAT student view Teacher dashboard
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Miguel Soriano, Adjunct Professor, NUS Business School 

Increasing student engagement and learning outcomes with modified Team-Based Learning (“TBL”) 

at a Mergers & Acquisitions guest lecture at the National University of Singapore

INTROUCTION METHOD RESULTS

CONCLUSION

• Faculty member sent out pre-work materials to 

refresh students on what they learnt on Mergers & 

Acquisitions. 

• Author gave the class a 20 minute briefing on the 

company in the application case, then 3 broad 

stroke application exercises.

• After each exercise, students were given 

immediate feedback on their answers. After the 

exercise, students were surveyed to gauge the 

effectiveness of Team-Based Learning in meeting 

learning objectives. 

• Author was approached to conduct a guest 

lecture for a Mergers & Acquisitions (“M&A”) 

class to two groups of business students 

• One group consisted of ~40 undergraduate 

business students while the other consisted of 

~40 masters students 

• Students had gone through the topics covered in 

different lectures but had not applied the content 

together.  

• The author was interested in conducting class 

like a “hackathon”, with students working in 

teams to apply knowledge and come up with 

solutions, instead of having it be a passive guest 

lecture. 

CONTACT

Brian O’Dwyer, Commercial Founder and Executive Chairman, CognaLearn

• The use of modified Team-Based-Learning 

methodology with technology could be an effective 

way to cover or review the content of a whole 

course in an applied and realistic format. 

• Survey results showed rated their confidence of 

meeting the learning outcomes at 8.91 / 10 on 

average

• The Net Promoter Score(NPS) 1 for the format 

of the lesson was 68, and the NPS for lesson 

overall was 76

© Copyright Brian O’Dwyer. Free to share and use with 

attribution. Slides available from www.intedashboard.org
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He founded CognaLearn as a spinout company from Duke-

NUS to apply TBL to corporate learning and develop the 

InteDashboard TBL software.  

Previously, he was an Entrepreneur-in-Residence, Learning 

Technologies at Duke-NUS, CFO of ASX/LSE listed Skywest

Airlines, a Credit Suisse investment banker and an A.T. 

Kearney management consultant. He has a BS from Columbia 

and an MBA from Duke. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

APPLICATION CASE: BRIEFING

APPLICATION EXERCISES

AGENDA

20 min - Introduction of company, 

context of the problem (Lecture) 

20 min - Deal Rationale 

15 min - Valuation of target and acquirer  

15 min - Structuring the deal – cash/stock/mixed 

15 min - LOI & Due Diligence– key components  

10 min - Conclusion, wrapping up 

TOTAL : 95 mins 

At the end of this session, the learner should be 

able to 

(1) Identify and experience the key parts of 

a M&A deal of a young, high growth company

(2) Valuation of a high growth, technology startup

(3) How to structure a M&A deal

(4) Identify the different components of a Letter of 

Intent (LOI) and Due Diligence Process

Active 

Learning

Lecture

DISCUSSION 

20%

80%

0% 0% 0% 0% 2% 0% 

12% 
18% 

32% 37% 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Promoters : 69%

Neutral : 30%

Detractors : 2% 

RESULTS - FORMAT

I would recommend this 
FORMAT to others

FORMAT NPS: 67 vs

RESULTS - QUALITATIVE

What students liked

• Modified Team-Based Learning has been shown to 

be effective in applying content in real-life cases, 

can be used in corporate settings to make content 

transfer more engaging and effective. 

"I really like InteDashboard. It could be very 

useful for students. It should be adopted in all 

educational institutions ” -Student

1The Net Promoter Score(NPS) is calculated by subtracting 

the percentage of detractors (individuals who rated 6 and 

below) from the percentage of promoters (individuals who 

rated 9 or 10)

An NPS of 50+ is generally considered excellent and an NPS 

of 70+ is generally considered world class. The average 

corporation has an NPS of 16
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Software-as-a-Service 
(mostly universities)

Solutions: 
Custom corporate 

education

Services:  
Train-the-Trainer 

workshops

Service offerings
EXCLUSIVE LICENSEE OF DUKE-NUS

OPTIMIZED LEARNING METHODS & TECHNOLOGY

71

Asia

Australia 

South America

North America

Europe

Employability Customers & 

employees



Pharma examples

99% learner 

recommendation rate

 Heard about TBL from 

Duke-NUS

 Used for employee 

training and external 

healthcare providers

 One to three day events

 Up to 70 learners (ten 

teams of seven)
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Government of Singapore: Public Utilities Board

 Heard about TBL from NTU

 Wanted to use TBL for project management training for 

new engineers

 Five-day training, approximately 30 learners

 First WSQ eligible course taught with TBL

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  Slides available from brian@cognalearn



Australian Government Department of Employment

 Training provider (AETS) attended the 

keynote speech on TBL last year 

 AETS used TBL to successfully tender 

for employability skills training program

 Multi-week program for unemployed 

youth

Training provider Training provider

TBL gave the training provider 

a competitive advantage in a 

tender on the “innovative 

learning models” governments 

are looking for

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  Slides available from brian@cognalearn



Big 4 accounting firm

 Heard about TBL at this conference last year

 Wanted to bridge theory with practice

 Piloted a half-day workshop in a technical accounting 

standard; planning business writing pilot next

 ~50 learners; 98% recommendation rate

 Adapted existing material in three weeks

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  Slides available from brian@cognalearn



Employability skills

 Series of five workshops in career skills

• Strategy, pitching, resumes, networking and interviewing

 Delivered with TBL in 1.5 to 2.0 hours for each topic

• 2.0 version includes a 20 minute overview of pre-work

• Typically face-to-face; piloted online version

 Used with university students in China, Singapore and the US

• Typically four teams of 4-6, 24 total learners

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  Slides available from brian@cognalearn



Guest lecture / war story / leader lead training

 Guest lecture at NUS M&A class (mergers and acquisitions) with TBL 

application exercise only

 20 minute overview of the deal then three mini-cases:

• Part 1: Deal rationale, go/no go decision:  teams work, report, debrief

• Part 2: Valuation, cash versus stock:  teams work, report, debrief

• Part 3: Bid letter and due diligence top 3 items:  work, report, debrief

 Adds rigor to the “war story” with experienced leader

 ~50 learners, eight teams of six

Copyright Brian O’Dwyer, www.intedashboard.com and CognaLearn.  May be used with attribution.  Slides available from brian@cognalearn



Breadth of TBL training

 Technical skills:  asthma, diabetes, mental illness, impairment valuation, 

project management

 People skills:  networking, interviewing, business communication

 Modality:  mostly face-to-face, some online

 Schedules:  90 minute workshops, half-day to five day

 Combination: can be more effective when combine with other 

methodologies (simulations) and follow up testing

 Global:  Asia, Europe, North and South America
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